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BACK HOME GROUP
RECREATION

WORDLE HUNT:

Location 7: Freeland Hall 
Wordle: “Three Wise Men”      
Next Clue: If you don’t want to paddle, you might go here 
to sit and watch. (Answer: Gazebo by the Paddle Boats)

Location 8: Gazebo by the Paddle Boats  
Wordle: “Turn Over a New Leaf”     
Next Clue: This might be the furthest out place in 
Montreat. (Answer: Wayout)

Location 9: Wayout 
Wordle: “Double Or Nothing”       
Next Clue: Where the winds burrow through the valley. 
(Answer: Winsborough)

Location 10: Winsborough 
Wordle: “Temporarily Out of Order” 
Next Clue: The second of two lakes in Montreat, but there 
is no lake to be found. (Answer: Robert Lake Park)

Location 11: Robert Lake Park 
Wordle: “Lying Down on the Job 
Next Clue: “All-in” all, if you can’t find your way back 
home, go here to find help from some conference leaders 
(Answer: Allen Building/Conference Office)

Location 12: Allen Building 
Wordle: “It’s a Small World After All”  
Next Clue: On a farm you might go here to find some 
animals or some hay. (Answer: The Barn)

Location 1: The Barn  
Wordle: “Little League”     
Next Clue: Need to have a large convo (socially-distanced 
of course)?  Head here. 
(Answer: Convocation Hall)

Location 2: Convocation Hall Back Door 
Wordle: “Bridge Over Troubled Waters”      
Next Clue: You don’t need to walk up to Lookout to find 
this place in the valley. (Answer: Walkup)

Location 3: Walkup 
Wordle: “Sitting Duck”     
Next Clue: Don’t mistake this place for a field of jelly. 
(Answer: Welch Field)

Location 4: Welch Field 
Wordle: “Oliver Twist”       
Next Clue: Despite its name, this can be a pretty tame 
place. (Answer: Bill Wilde Youth Center)

Location 5: Bill Wilde Youth Center Back Porch Wordle: 
“Hollywood Squares”       
Next Clue: You're not “done” yet, so head to this covered 
area for your next clue. (Answer: Dunn Pavilion)

Location 6: Dunn Pavilion  
Wordle: “All-Star Game”       
Next Clue: Land of the free and home of the brave. 
(Answer: Freeland Hall)

Objective: To have a back home group work together to solve a scavenger hunt and solve wordle puzzles while 
learning their way around Montreat and key locations.

Activity Description/Instructions:

Supplies: 12 Laminated Wordles (provided by Montreat); Index cards (1 per backhome group), Wordle 
Answer Card Numbered 1-12 (available below for @Home participants OR distributed by Montreat) 1 
Pen/Pencil per Back Home group, 1 Montreat Map per Back Home Group

Suggested Location(s): All of Montreat

Recreation Event: Evening Back Home Group Time Frame: 1 Hour

Number of Leaders/Volunteers: Varied Number of Participants: Varied
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Adaptations/Variations: 
Use the extra wordles as part of the morning energizers to help young people understand what they will be trying to 
figure out as a Back Home Group later that evening OR at the beginning of the recreation event project one of the 
extras on the large screen as an example to help them understand what they will be solving.

How to Play:
As groups arrive to the front steps of Anderson Auditorium (or at registration), give each back home group a 
numbered index card with their first clue; First group gets #1, second group gets #2, etc.  This staggers the groups 
out akin to a “shotgun start”.
Upon receiving the card with the first clue, they have to figure out where that clue points them to go.  When they 
get there, they have to find the laminated wordle and try to solve it.  
Upon solving (or thinking they have solved it) they write their answer on the answer card and look on the back 
side of the wordle for the clue to the next location.  This continues for as long as they have time or they find all 12 
wordles.  
At the end of the event (or by a certain time or day) groups can turn in the answer card.  If they have at least 6 
wordles correct they win a prize.  

Activity Description/Instructions (Continued):

Continued
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BACK HOME GROUP
RECREATION

WORDLE HUNT:

Can’t get enough Wordles?

Check out these FREE puzzles 
(There are hundreds!) 

https://bit.ly/3xxygIe
https://bit.ly/3xxygIe

https://bit.ly/3tXGwio
https://bit.ly/3tXGwio

Download the Montreat 
Wordle Challenge

Follow the link above for full size 
copies of the Wordles!

Bonus Wordles Included in Montreat set:
Pennies From Heaven

I before E except after C
Noel

Stop on a Dime
Roger Over and Out



Pat own knees twice, your right neighbor’s twice.
Pat own knees twice, your left neighbor’s twice.
Pat own knees twice, your right neighbor’s twice.
Pat own knees ONCE, cross hands and pat own knees, 
uncross and pat own knees,  
then reach both hands up “Whoo!”

Snap, clap, snap, clap, clap. 3 x
Reach right hand up then left hand then right hand 
and say “whoop! Whoop! Whoop!

Rock arms as if you’re holding a baby (left right), 
then make fists over eyes and say “wah wah” 3x.
pretend to suck your thumb and chant “Suck your thumb!”
Rock, Rock, Wah Wah 3x
“Suck your thumb!”

Reach your hands in front like you’re milking a cow 2x
Reach right hand up and make the motion of a lasso
Do this 3 times. 
Finish by shouting “Head em Up” to the left 
and “Move em out” to the right.
Moo Moo Lasso 3x
“Head em up, move em out!”

Hands up (Woo!), then 2x,
Drum roll on own knees, 
Drum roll on neighbor’s knees. 
back to own  knees 2x, neighbor 2x, own 2x, 
neighbor 2x,, own knees, cross, own clap. 
Sunshiney face.
LemurRoll down and up
Arms around neighbor and sway.

Clap your hands x2
Slap your knees x2
Clap your hands x2
Clap the back of your neighbor’s hands x2
Repeat whole sequence
Wiggle right hand to the left (leave it there)
Wiggle left hand to the right (join with neighbor)
Sway left, left, right, right, left, right, left
Boogety x2, Rubber Legs  x4, 
Boogety x2, Rubber Legs  x4, Repeat

SPARKLE

Before your group arrives (AND/OR when your group arrives during the designated MONDAY EVENING BACK 
HOME GROUP RECREATION time) we encourage you to brush-up (or learn for the very first time!) some of the 
energizers that will be used during the morning keynote and recreation time. We will have limited teaching time in 
the morning and it will be VERY helpful for your group if they are familiar with the energizers the recreation leaders 
plan to use. We won’t get to each and every one of the energizers provided in this guide; but that just means bonus 
fun for your Back Home group! Video tutorials and written instructions, or “calls,” for each energizer are included in 
this recreation guide and can be viewed by simply clicking on the image.

Instructions:
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ENERGIZERS!

ENERGIZERS!3

THE WORLD IS NEW

RUN RUN AWAY

MONDAY

https://bit.ly/2QzMeZk
https://bit.ly/2QzMeZk

https://bit.ly/3tVXmy7
https://bit.ly/3tVXmy7

https://bit.ly/3yv1Y0E
https://bit.ly/3yv1Y0E

BACK HOME GROUP RECREATION



Scoop Walk: Face R, bend elbows slightly with hands 
in front, swing arms forward scooping as you step x4
Face L and repeat- swing arms forward scooping as 
you step x4
Temptations Turn: With arms bent at elbows and 
finger tips pointing up, turn 360 degrees around 
slowly
Reach Out - Extend right arm down at side. Draw 
extended arm up to sky. Extend left arm down at 
side. Draw extended arm up to sky.
I’ll Be There - Lean against a person next to you. 
Point one arm out from your body. Move arm 
horizontally so that it ends up pointing away from 
you.
With a love - Trace a heart on your chest with two 
fingers
That will shelter - Cross arms across chest
You - Point to something in front of you
Repeat above “I’ll be there” but lean on the person on 
your other side 
Repeat With a love - Trace heart
That will see you - Place one hand over eyes as if 
looking for someone

After brief interlude, repeat from the top with the 
scoops.
After second time through, repeat from top with 
scoops IMMEDIATELY on the next chorus.  
Continue with “I’ll be There” until the end.

4 peels to R (taking R hand and peeling the air) 4 
peels to L (repeating with the L)
8 peels in circle to R, 8 peels in circle to L
4 counts rain down (arms out, palms facing floor, 
pulsing down), 4 counts rain down
8 counts funky windshield wipers (arms together 
making wiper motion) (x2)
dig down whoop whoop  (x2)
3 steps to R stomp, 3 steps to L stomp (x2)

Repeat dig down sequence, followed by stomp 
sequence repeat entire routine until end of song

Cross -raise right hand straight up in front of the face. 
Raise left hand to make a cross over the right hand.
Bring left hand down to side, then right hand down to 
side then make the cross again with the beats. 
Raise crossed arms up in the air, pushing the cross up 
for 4 counts 
Roll forward, side, back, side, and forward
Dig down -reach down to the ground with both hands 
and then up in the air saying “woop, woop” 
Funky Walk -6 counts R swim arms.
Siren Turn -arms above head making siren noises & 
turn
Funky Walk -6 counts to other direction hitch-hiking
Raise the roof 3x  to face forward. 
Repeat

REACH OUT

REVOLUTION
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ENERGIZERS!

ENERGIZERS!3 Continued

STOMP

BACK HOME GROUP RECREATION

MONDAY

https://bit.ly/3vnWQcx
https://bit.ly/3vnWQcx

https://bit.ly/3ez2WQD
https://bit.ly/3ez2WQD

https://bit.ly/3eueLYc
https://bit.ly/3eueLYc



Coconuts 
(Asereje - Hippy by Las Ketchup)
Ukulele Hula (box step) x four full boxes
Point to coconuts around in a circle, 
left then right Look left Look right 
Hands up celebrate 
Shake the tree 
Chop the coconut 
Put in the straw 
Repeat 
Freestyle

Tightrope (Clap 5 times)
Walk tightrope to right, clap 5x 
Repeat to the left
Hand jive (2x)
Thighs, clap, over-under hands, potato fists, 
starburst
Lean on partner
Point (L to R), Rainfalls
Lean on partner other side
Point (R to L), Wipe away
Arms over shoulders to the L, then to the R. Sway 
back and forth

Snap, small circle (x4)
Snap, big circle (x4)
Jump, run (x4)
Strong man 
Open eyes, Open ears, Reach up, Wave it on down (x2)
Fist bump, fist bump, fist bump, stretch 
Fist bump, fist bump, fist bump, stretch stretch 
Fist bump, fist bump, fist bump, stretch 
Fist bump, fist bump, fist bump, stretch stretch 
Snap, small circle (x4)
Snap, big circle (x4)
Drum Circle (down L, down R, Up L, Up R - x4)
Strong man
Open eyes, Open ears, Reach up, Wave it on down (x2)
Fist bump, fist bump, fist bump, stretch 
Fist bump, fist bump, fist bump, stretch stretch 
Fist bump, fist bump, fist bump, stretch 
Fist bump, fist bump, fist bump, stretch stretch 
Snap, small circle (x4)
Snap, big circle (x4)
Drum Circle (down L, down R, Up L, Up R - x4)
Open eyes, Open ears, Reach up, Wave it on down (x2)
Fist bump, fist bump, fist bump, stretch 
Fist bump, fist bump, fist bump, stretch stretch 
Fist bump, fist bump, fist bump, stretch 
Fist bump, fist bump, fist bump, stretch stretch 

MADRE TIERE
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ENERGIZERS!

ENERGIZERS!3

I’LL BE THERE FOR YOU

MONDAY

https://bit.ly/3uE5qUy
h

*Many of the energizer videos and call sheet instructions can be found in “Holy Motion- 
Energizing and Building Community Through Song and Dance.” This video  and accompanying 
book were published in 1999 by the Presbyterian Youth Connection.   

COCONUTS

https://bit.ly/3u7oxW7
https://bit.ly/3u7oxW7

BACK HOME GROUP RECREATION

https://bit.ly/3uE5qUy
https://bit.ly/3fCoKLp
https://bit.ly/3fCoKLp
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ENERGIZERS!

ENERGIZERS!3 Continued

Open your heart  
This pattern will get repeated throughout the energizer
Open hand: Right hand to chest near left shoulder, Left 
hand to chest near right shoulder
Away away: Remove left hand, Remove right hand
Head head: Touch right hand to right side of head
Touch left hand to left side of head
Soul Soul: Stomp right foot, Stomp left foot
Open: Bring both hands down together to side
Your Heart: Bring hands back up to crossed position

Snap Walk: Face right hand on the shoulder of the person 
in front of you, other hand snap walk x8 Face left, repeat
Scoop Walk: Face right walk x4 scooping with arms from 
sides to in front. Face left, repeat scoop walk
Roll: Face forward.  Roll arms around each other like a 
drum in front, roll forward, roll middle, roll back. Repeat
Frame Your Face: Frame with hands, rock head “frame” 
right-left-right-left
In the Crowd: Point your right arm out in front,  sweep left 
to right. Repeat with left arm, sweep right to left.
Looking for Love: Put right hand over eyes.  Look left to 
right. Repeat with left hand, from right to left.

Repeat “frame your face”, “in the crowd”, and “looking for 
love.”Repeat from beginning

FACE IN THE CROWD

STAYING ALIVE

/elbows raised to shoulder height and hands up and 
closed. Punch up at the air x4
Walk 4 steps to the left (4 counts)
Attitude turn: In place do a 90 degree tum 
(clockwise/over right shoulder) to face forward.  Repeat 
attitude tum elbows raised punching air x4

Umas: Make a  'Y' with index and middle fingers, tum it 
sideways with back of hand facing away from you. Pull 
it across your face at eye level. R-L-R-L x4
Hitchhikes: Make a hitchhiker’s hand with your thumb 
out. Put the thumb over your shoulder to R-L-R-L 
Do two quick thumbs to each side each time x4 
Pharoahs: Extend flat hands with fingers pointed away 
from the body. One hand palm down at shoulder height  
the other hand palm up at waist level. R-L-R-L
Sharpeners: Hands in fists in front of body at waist 
level. Fists make small side by side circles like pedals on 
a bicycle. R-L-R-L.

Travolta Chop/Step Hands: Extend index fingers on 
both hands.  Point hands to sides by hips. Go back and 
forth side by side like pistons. R-L
Feet: Walk slightly forward R-L using the 
"step-ball-change" move. R-L-R (with chops right) then 
L-R-L (with chops left) chop side/slide step forward 
(R/L) 
Travolta Point index finger of right hand up in the air 
right, then point down to the left hip. Repeat.
Repeat chops and steps  (see above) walking slightly 
back. Repeat Travolta point 2x
Jump 4 times with attitude arms (See attitude arms 
above) Repeat Travolta point 2x
Jump 4 times with attitude arms 
Travoltas x4 R-L-R-L
 Immediately begin walk at the top

BACK HOME GROUP RECREATION

Walk 4 steps right      
Attitude tum: In 
place do a 
180-degree turn 
(counterclockwise/o
ver left shoulder) 
with attitude arms  

MONDAY

https://bit.ly/2R0tXV1
https://bit.ly/2R0tXV1

https://bit.ly/32RTmml
https://bit.ly/32RTmml
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ENERGIZERS!

ENERGIZERS!3 Continued

Charlie Brown –Hopping back and forth with arms at 
side –until end of harmonica solo
Tango –Right arm out, left hand on stomach, step right 4 
times 
Repeat opposite arms, stepping left
Cha Cha –right 4 times 
Repeat 4 left
Sprinkler –left arm out, right hand on back of hear, 
making sprinkler sound “Ch” 
Repeat opposite arms
Drink machine –facing left, use right hand, push button 3 
times and drink, saying“Woo!” 
Repeat
Drink machine –facing right, use right hand, push button 
3 times and drink, saying“Woo!”
Repeat

RUN AROUND

Still facing right, start lawnmower with right arm 4 times 
Mow forward (still facing right) 8 steps 
Pull mower behind you back to left 8 steps
Still facing left, start lawnmower with right arm 4 times 
Mow forward (still facing left) 8 steps 
Pull mower behind you back to right 8 steps 
Charile Brown 
Clap with back of hands, raising arms 4 times 
Dig up right twice, saying “Woop! Woop!” 
Dig up left twice, saying “Woop! Woop!” 
Repeat r (4) times
Charlie Brown
Repeat 2 –2

JUAN’S CLAP

This energizer doesn't have music. It's a clap rhythm and 
can be done as a round or simply straight through. 
Divide the group into four parts. Teach all parts to the 
whole group before attempting a round.
Verse 1   1-2-3-and-4 
Verse:   Clap twice - 2 whole notes (1-2) 
Chorus:  3 claps - syncopate the 1st 2 (2 eighth   
  notes and one quarter note) 
Verse 2  1-and-2-and-3-and 4 
Verse:  Clap four times - 4 quarter notes   
  (1-2-3-4) 
Chorus:  3 claps - syncopate the 1st 2 (2 eighth   
  notes and one quarter note) 
Verse 3  1-wooooh!- 3 and 4 
Verse  Clap once and throw hands in the air   
  and say “wooooh” 
Chorus:  3 claps - syncopate the 1st 2 (2 eighth   
  notes and one quarter note)  
Verse 4  ee-bee-dee-bee, ee-bee-dee-bee,   
  3-and 4 
Verse  Put hands above head and hold   
  fingers so they point to the fingers of   
  the other hand. Wiggle fingers at each   
  other while saying "ee-bee-dee-bee,   
  ee-bee-dee-bee” (Optional: Turn   
  around in 360 degree circle.) 
Chorus  3 claps - syncopate the 1st 2 (2 eighth   
  notes and one quarter note) 

Teach all 4 verses to the group. Do it through once then 
split into 4 groups and start in round fashion. 

NO MUSIC NEEDED

BACK HOME GROUP RECREATION

Note: While written 
instructions might 
seem confusing to 
those not musically 
inclined, the video 
brings it all 
together!

MONDAY

https://bit.ly/3noicDV
https://bit.ly/3noicDVhttps://bit.ly/2RzsS76

https://bit.ly/2RzsS76



Original Style:
Leader: I said a boom chicka boom! People: I said a boom chicka boom! Leader: 
I said a boom chicka boom! People: I said a boom chicka boom! Leader: I said a 
boom chicka rocka, chicka rocka, chicka boom! People: I said a boom chicka 
boom chicka rocka, chicka rocka, chicka boom! Leader: uh huh People: uh huh! 
Leader: O.K. People: O.K. Leader: One more time. People: One more time. 
Leader: Chicken style. People: Chicken style. 

Shark Style (Chomp!):
Replace the “underwater booms” with the sound “chomp to imitate a shark. When the word “chomp” is said, 
straighten both arms in front with one hand up facing down, and the other hand down facing up and do a huge 
handclap. 
Leader: I said a boom chicka chomp! People: I said a boom chicka chomp! Leader: I said a boom chicka chomp! 
People: I said a boom chicka chomp! 
(On the next line pose each direction on these three chomps) Leader: I said a boom chicka chomp, chicka chomp, 
chicka chomp! People: I said a boom chicka chomp, chicka chomp, chicka chomp! Leader: uh huh People: uh huh! 
Leader: O.K. People: O.K. Leader: No more times. People: No more times. Leader: Not today. People: Not today.  

Underwater Style: 
Say the second “boom” by putting your index finger between your lips and moving it up and down. This will make it 
sound like you're underwater! Really! Try it! 
Leader: I said a boom chicka booom! People: I said a boom chicka booom! Leader: I said a boom chicka booom! 
People: I said a boom chicka booom! 
(On the next line pose each direction on these three boooms) Leader: I said a boom chicka booom, chicka booom, 
chicka boooom! 
People: I said a boom chicka booom, chicka booom, chicka booom! Leader: uh huh People: uh huh! Leader: O.K. 
People: O.K. Leader: One more time. People: One more time. Leader: Shark style. People: Shark style. 

Chicken Style:
Replace the last “boom” of every line with the sound “Bawk” to imitate a chicken. When the work “bawk” is squawked, 
participants stick their thumbs under their armpits and flap their arms. They can also kick their heels of their feet 
off to the sides. 
Leader: I said a boom chicka bawk! People: I said a boom chicka bawk! Leader: I said a boom chicka bawk! People: I 
said a boom chicka bawk! 
(On the next line pose each direction on these three bawks) Leader: I said a boom chicka bawk, chicka bawk, chicka 
bawk! People: I said a boom chicka bawk, chicka bawk, chicka bawk! Leader: uh huh People: uh huh! Leader: O.K. 
People: O.K. Leader: One more time. People: One more time. Leader: Underwater style. People: Underwater style. 

Call and response energizer where participants echo the leader.
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ENERGIZERS!

ENERGIZERS!3 Continued

BOOM CHICKA BOOM

NO MUSIC NEEDED

BACK HOME GROUP RECREATION

Get Creative! You can make up lots of styles. Another one is “football style.” Replace the second “boom” of every line 
with the word “hut!” When participants say hut, they pose in a football stance as if to throw the ball. 

MONDAY

https://bit.ly/2S3w9vf
https://bit.ly/2S3w9vf
https://bit.ly/2S3w9vf
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ENERGIZERS!

ENERGIZERS!3 Continued

Actions:
I'm singing in the rain   Put hands over head and shake hands on the word “singing" 
    Swing arms down to sides on the word “rain” 
Just singing in the rain   Repeat moves from above 
What a glorious feeling  Put arms overhead on “glorious” and swing them down on "feeling”
I’m... stop, stop, stop, stop On the words stop, make like an umpire gesturing “safe!" by sweeping arms   
    back and forth in front of you. 

Add an Action: 
Repeat the chorus after each of the verses and refrain is added. Start with Verse 1 and refrain only and then return to the chorus. 
The next time sing verse 1, verse 2, refrain and then repeat the chorus, and so on.

Verse 1 
Leader: Thumbs up People: Thumbs up!   Put thumbs up in the air 

Refrain (As you say this, sway back and forth from side to side, with your thumbs up!) 
Choo cha cha, choo cha, cha Choo cha cha cha Repeat x2 

Verse 2 
Leader: Elbows back! People: Elbows back!   Put elbows back, push shoulder blades together. 
Verse 3 
Leader: Toes together! People: Toes together!   Put feet towards each other with toe to toe. 
Verse 4 
Leader: Knees together! People: Knees together!  Touch knee to knee. 
Verse 5 
Leader: Bum out! People: Bum out!    Push your bottom out behind you. 
Verse 6
Leader: Head up! People: Head up!    Throw your head back. 
Finish Leader: 
Tongue out! People: Tongue out!    Stick your tongue out. 

SINGING IN THE RAIN

NO MUSIC NEEDED
Follow the Leader energizer where an action is added after each verse of the song. 

Begin by teaching the chorus:

I'm singing in the rain 
Just singing in the rain 
What a glorious feeling, 
I'm...stop, stop, stop, stop! 

MONDAY

https://bit.ly/3xqA1ql
https://bit.ly/3xqA1ql

BACK HOME GROUP RECREATION
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Activity Description/Instructions:

Objective: This isn’t a competition about weight but a chance to talk about the different ways each bridge is 
connected and how that makes it stronger.  Participants will think about and relate the types of connections in the 
bridges to the people we encounter each day and the overall theme of the week “Called to Connect.”

Instructions: Distribute one of the following bags to each group of 5 participants. You will need a minimum of three 
groups
Bag 1- q-tips and pipe cleans
Bag 2- Popsicle sticks and tape
Bag 3- legos

Instruct each group to build a bridge approx 1 foot in length and at least 1 inches off the ground.  For an added 
challenge you can have them use furniture as the space the bridges cover.  The provided pictures are for the leader 
only and may be used to help a group if they get stuck. After the allotted time has passed use the ruler to check that 
the guidelines for the activity have been met.   

Recreation Event: Evening Back Home Group Time Frame: 1 Hour

Number of Leaders/Volunteers: 1+, Varied Number of Participants: Varied

Supplies: Each Back Home Group will receive: 1 Ruler, 
Bag 1- q-tips x100 and pipe cleaners x50, Bag 2- popsicle sticks x100 and tape, Bag 3- legos x75 

Observations:
Q-Tips & pipe cleaners- works but not as stable- easily is swayed one way or another.
Popsicle sticks & Tape- a little sturdier but harder to create.  The tape is sticky but doesn’t fit around the end of the 
sticks very well- causing the construction to be more frustrating. Legos- solid snap connection where pieces fit 
together- solid, sturdy and strong.

Discussion Questions:
What makes a bridge weak or strong?
Or what does this say about Genesis 11:1-9? Or What does Genesis 11:1-9 say about this? OR How is this like Genesis 
11:1-9? 
When we are disconnected, how and where can we build good, useful bridges?
So what messages are there to us from God about this exercise?
What kind of connections are we called to be in that don’t come easily?
What connections need to be broken?  What connections need to be fixed?
Which bridge example resembles your relationship with your parents? ....Your friends? ...With God right now? 

10

BUILDING BRIDGES

BUILDING BRIDGES:

BACK HOME GROUP RECREATION


